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ABSTRACT
A source of legal dispute and disagreement between International Oil Companies (IOCs) and
the host government has always been the question of contractual continuity in exploration and
production agreements (EPAs). While the IOCs are concerned with stability and predictability
over the duration of their oil field exploration, host governments prefer more flexible
contractual arrangements where the EPAs can achieve the most favorable returns. Over the
years, various contractual clauses and provisions have been explored by the contracting parties
in order to compromise conflicting interests, and two of these clauses are stabilization and
renegotiation clauses. It is on this premise that the aim of this paper is to analyze the
implementation and legal implications of stabilization and renegotiation clauses in the
petroleum sector, especially as a means of guaranteeing contractual protection. It defines
related issues and reflects on issues resulting from the use of these clauses in directing the
relationship between the parties. A great deal has been based on stabilization and re-negotiation
clauses, their importance in protecting investors, and the preservation of EPA stability. This
paper argues that the much-needed efficacy and stability that it purports to provide has not been
accomplished by both clauses. Rather, in long-term oil negotiations, they could have potentially
done more harm than good and failed to promote productivity and stability. In addition, the
paper indicates that renegotiation provisions are a better option and way of preserving stability
and efficiency in EPAs, given that the equilibrium of the initial agreement is likely to be
disturbed by uncertainty and unexpected future events. As such, this paper will focus on the
benefits of renegotiation clauses in the present forms of EPAs and will make a case for
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renegotiation clauses and establish that for efficiency, maintenance of good relations and
preserving the contract in present times, renegotiation clauses serve a far better purpose for
both the IOCs and Host government, and that renegotiation should be acknowledged as an
integral feature of the foreign investment process

INTRODUCTION
Ownership of Natural Resources often lies with the State, and considering that their
development is a matter of importance for economies of the countries concerned, the State
plays a major role, as a regulator or an operatori. For several decades, long term contracts have
been used by investors and host countriesii in developing these resources, for the Investor, the
main objective is to repatriate capital and obtain a return commensurate with, among other
things, the magnitude of its investment and riskiii. While for the host country the core goal is to
obtain its agreed share of revenue from the project, related developments, and secure benefits
such as industrial spin-off and job creationiv. Both parties try to create an agreement which
meets and satisfies not only their interest but that of the public, a number of exploration and
production agreements (EPAs) exist between investors and the host country (HC) which
includes concessions, production sharing agreements, joint ventures and service contractsv.
These agreements are characterized by long durations spanning over twenty to thirty years,
large capital investment and high risk of operation in the industry making them prone to
geological, economic, political, fiscal and commercial risk which may not be recognized at the
of signing the agreementvi. Such risks can make the contract partially impracticable or from a
commercial or financial standpoint less viable to one or both parties and lead to a complete
destruction of the contract and possibly the contractual relationshipvii. Thus stability
mechanisms in legal, contractual and economic forms are necessary to check these risks in
petroleum contracts especially in developing countriesviii. Such mechanisms include
stabilization and renegotiation clauses which most governments and investors welcome their
inclusion in contracts to stabilize and protect their interest against risk and uncertainties
associated with the industry especially in developing countriesix.
Stabilization clauses are intended as a safe guard against any unilateral termination or
modification of the contract by either party, particularly the Host government; it serves
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strictosensu to safeguard the investor against any Legislative Act which may be adverse to the
agreementx. A renegotiation clause on the other hand, is a clause in an agreement which ensures
the right of either party to the agreement to secure the renegotiation of certain provisions in the
agreementxi, in the light of new circumstances that may occur and threaten the success of such
contracts, renegotiation clauses give the parties to the contract the opportunity to renegotiate
the terms and maintain economic equilibriumxii.
A lot of focus has been on stabilization clauses, its relevance in protecting investors, and
maintaining stability in EPAs. This paper argues that stabilization clauses have not achieved
the much needed efficiencyxiii and stability it purports to provide, rather they may have actually
done more harm than good and failed in aiding efficiencyxiv and stability in long term petroleum
agreements and suggest that renegotiation clauses are a better option and way of maintaining
stability and efficiency in EPAs, considering that change and unforeseen future occurrences
are bound to occur upsetting the balance of the initial agreement. This paper will focus on the
benefits of renegotiation clauses in international exploration and production agreements, it will
make a case for renegotiation clauses and establish that for efficiency, maintenance of good
relations and preserving the contract in present times, renegotiation clauses serve a far better
purpose for both the International Oil Companies (IOCs) and Host government, and that
renegotiation should be acknowledged as an integral feature of the foreign investment
process.xv

NATURE OF EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION AGREEMENTS
A Host country (HC) such as Nigeria seeking to develop its oil resources must determine the
structure in which it intends to foster their exploration and exploitationxvi. Three main types of
EPA’s exist that are open to a HC and International oil companies (IOCs); the production
sharing agreement, risk service contracts and concessionsxvii. The joint venture agreement is
another type which is used but rarely as the basic agreement between an oil company and the
HCxviii. A summary of these agreements is highlighted below to facilitate a better understanding
of these agreements.
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Concessions
This model is also known as the tax or royalty or licensexix modelxx. This was the earliest type
of petroleum agreement between the IOC’s and the Host government (HC) whereby the oil
company received the exclusive right to explore for petroleum and if found to produce, market,
and transport the oil and gasxxi. This right grant the licensee ownership of the oil produced and
the right to dispose of it usually with an obligation to supply the local marketxxii. Companies
compete by offering bids and the successful bidder pays the bidding price and signing bonus
which are kept by the state whether or not oil is found, but if commercial production occurs,
the HC gains revenue based on the quantity of production and the price at which the product is
soldxxiii. This model has little or no financial risk for the host country as the financial burden of
development, including costs of exploration are borne by the oil companyxxiv. This model gives
the investor security with regards to rights in the ground and is used in countries like Norway,
Thailand, Morocco, Australia and the UK and is compatible with technology transfer and
training programmesxxv, and could be exclusive (the granter can be precluded from offering
further licenses in respect of the same geographical area) or non-exclusivexxvi.The concession
or license model suffers from a nomenclature problem as it is associated with a period in the
history of petroleum operations when the host government conceded rights to its resources to
a foreign oil company for long periods and under conditions that would no longer be deemed
acceptablexxvii. A negative feature is the ownership of petroleum it gave the oil companies
which could be seen as an affront to the sovereignty of a statexxviii. A number of countries
especially the developing countries have made a complete or partial switch and moved from
concessions to production sharing agreementsxxix.
Production Sharing Agreements (PSAs)
A production sharing agreement is a contractual arrangement made between a foreign oil
company (contractor) and a designated state enterprise (state party), authorizing the contractor
to conduct petroleum exploration and exploitation within a certain area (contract area) in
accordance with the agreementxxx.PSAs are among the most common type of contractual
arrangements for exploration and development of petroleumxxxi. Under a PSA the state as the
owner of mineral resources engages the IOC to provide technical and financial services for
exploration and development operationsxxxii. The state is traditionally represented by its
government or agencies such as the national oil company (NOC)xxxiii. Title to oil and gas
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remains vested in the HC or it’s NOC while the IOC operates as a contractor which fulfills
work obligations at its sole risk and expense, bringing its expertise which the HC lacks and in
return, obtains a right to recovery of costs from the petroleum produced and a share of the
production or profit oil if commercial production is establishedxxxiv. Under PSAs, the HC has
the option to participate in different aspects of the exploration and development processxxxv.
The relationship between the HC and the FOC is governed by contract and exploration
activities are carried out on a compensation basis with the IOC being paid with a portion of the
oil produced if commercial discovery is made (this is the production sharing) subject to
removal of cost oilxxxvi and the remainder, the profit oil is shared between the HC and the
IOCxxxvii.
Joint Ventures
Joint ventures (JVs) are generally agreed to be alliance between two or more companies or
individuals for the purpose of conducting a profit motivated businessxxxviii. In the petroleum
industry JVs are common due to the fact that start-up costs and project risk are enormous
particularly when new infrastructure is requiredxxxix. Projects involving the exploration and
development of oil and gas commonly involve the creation of a joint venture between partners
which could be individuals, corporate entities or government agenciesxl. The starting point for
the commercial activities of a JV will be the grant of rights by the governmentxli. From the
1970’s it became common for host states to participate in their oil industries, not just as
regulators but as full- fledged partners in the enterprise this is found in most countries of the
world with the notable exceptions of United states and Great Britainxlii. The JV is governed by
other agreements which co-exist with the foundational contract that defines the relationship of
the parties and sets out their respective interest in the contractxliii. JVs are a useful vehicle
between developed countries with a market economy and other countries seeking to develop a
market economy, a major advantage of a JV is its use for large intergovernmental projects
which cannot be funded by one country alonexliv. However, JVs require painstaking
negotiations over extended periods of time to ensure that all matters are thoughtfully addressed;
risks, costs and liability must be sharedxlv. Due to these difficulties JVs are less commonly used
as the basic agreement between an oil company and a HCxlvi.
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Service contracts (SC)
Under the SC the HC grants only contractual not propriety rights to the IOC to conduct
petroleum exploration for a fee or an agreed share of the productionxlvii. SC are perceived as
minimizing the foreign investor’s role and impact in the host country.xlviii Under the SC, the
IOC provides the HC with technical services and information relating to the development of
the petroleum resources; SC can be pure service contracts (where the HC pays a pre-agreed fee
to the IOC for performing a service) or risk service contracts (where the IOC is responsible for
capital cost and where exploration is successful the HC pays a fee based on a share of
production)xlix. This fee is usually based on a percentage of the remaining revenue which is
subject to taxes, SC are similar to PSC but differ mainly in the mechanism for recovery of costs
and the remuneration of the contractorl. In both types of SC the oil company does not acquire
exploration or production title nor does it acquire ownership to the petroleum produced at any
stage of the productionli. The attraction of foreign investors to SC are limited to locations of
certain prospectively reducing the risk of exploration, proven undeveloped fields in developing
countries are candidates for such contracts especially where the HC lacks the capital and
technical expertise to develop the resources. However, the arguments against SC lie in the
incentive they offerlii.
Though the above agreements may vary in their details and operation they must establish two
key issues: division of profit between the government and the IOCs, and treatment of costliii.In
employing any type, the HC should consider factors like; energy security, involvement in the
decision-making process, acquisition of knowledge and expertise. Local involvementliv,
revenue maximization and maintaining a balance between a reasonable depletion rate of its
natural resources and the need to generate funds for economic development. The HC should
also ensure protection of its environment and the health and safety of its citizens by making
sure that the IOCs effect minimal damage and where such is the case, there should be provision
for restorationlv. Finally, the petroleum activities of a HC should not be contrary to the states
policies. Profit maximization, long term access to petroleum resources, growth and expansion
should be foremost in the IOC’s objective.
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STABILIZATION CLAUSES (SCs)
SCs date as far back as the period between World War I and II when American companies
included them in concessionary agreements because of Latin American nationalizationslvi. SCs
are contractual device developed in response to the IOC’s concern for stability and protection
in investment contracts, they are a form of governmental guarantee in a petroleum contract
providing that the terms negotiated under the contract between the HC and the IOC will not be
unilaterally altered or terminated by the HC through promulgation of legislation or
regulationlvii. Their use can be understood when viewed in the light of the inherent risklviiiIOCs
are exposed to when they invest in foreign countries (especially unstable countries). As a result,
foreign investors demand a legal guarantee as a form of collateral against such risk and the HC
willing not only to attract foreign investment but also show its seriousness to respect its
commitment to the IOCs in lieu of such risk consent to the inclusion of SCs in such
agreementslix.
At the dawn of the 21st Century, SCs are becoming an essential legal tool in the management
of political risk which far from having disappeared has extended even to areas formerly viewed
as stablelx. The reason not farfetched being that Investors are unlikely to insist on stabilization
guarantees from a developed country as the concern over political risk in these countries is
minutelxi.
SCs serve the following purposes;
(a)

SC serve as a form of protection against political risk to a foreign investorlxii, the
primary function of a SC is to protect foreign Investors from subsequent changes in the
law of the host state which may result in a direct taking, such as nationalization or
expropriation, or indirect taking of the property of the Investorslxiii. SC serve as a major
risk management function Given that international law may not sufficiently protect
foreign investors from a State’s unilateral change of law.lxiv.

(b)

SCs

provide

predictability

and

certainty

to

exploration

and

production

agreementslxvwhich is considered a core element of any legal system for its efficacylxvi.
The law applicable to a long term contract like a petroleum contract is vital in
determining the rights and position of the parties and also the eliminating uncertainty
as to what the law will be and how it will affect the contractlxvii.
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SCs encourage and promote foreign direct investmentlxviii The HC’s interest in agreeing
to a stabilization clause stems from the need to encourage foreign investment, the
presence of a SC clause in an Exploration and production agreement (EPA) can function
as a psychological boost to give the IOC’s confidence with respect to the risk and
duration of EPAslxix. For the HC, given the fact that huge capital is required to start
such projects and most developing states lack the resources or technology to undertake
such projects it shows a commitment on their part to preserve the original contractlxx.

(d)

SCs function as a form of indemnity for the IOC against any loss suffered by the IOC
resulting from any action or omission on the part of the HC government, this creates a
legitimate expectation for the benefit of the IOC that has to be reflected in whatever
form of compensation when the agreement is frustratedlxxi.

(e)

SCs serve as risk allocation clauses, it is a way for the parties to allocate between them
the risk inherent in long term transactionslxxii. Most contracts come with risk which both
parties should be willing to bear but the risk inherent in exploration and production
contracts in developing countries exceed the level of acceptable risk hence the need for
stabilization mechanisms in such agreementslxxiii.

SCs are necessary in Petroleum projects which require significant investmentlxxiv as Lenders
view stabilization clauses as an essential to the bankability of an investment project, they see
SCs as a way to ensure that the HS will not enact laws to eliminate or damage the commercial
viability of an investment project or take other actions to make loan repayments more
difficultlxxv. SCs complement the guarantee financiers often require from investors.
SCs have been categorized into different forms but for the purpose of this paper the ‘freezing
clause’, ‘economicequilibrium clause’ and the ‘intangibility clause’ which affects the
legislative powers of a State is the focus.
The freezing clause attempts to freeze the law of the HS by providing that the governing law
of the contract shall be that of the HS at the time the contract was executed, thereby preventing
the application of subsequent changes in the HS’s laws to the contractlxxvi. Such a clause is
intended to protect the Investor against legislative risk by limiting the legislative competence
of the HS with regard to the contractual relationship between the partieslxxvii.
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The intangibility clause provides that the HC may not unilaterally modify or terminate the
contract without the mutual consent of both parties, it is aimed at achieving a compromise in
the event that a change of law affects the terms of the contractlxxviii. An intangibility clause can
be seen in the concession contract between Liamco and Libya;
The government of Libya, the commission and the appropriate
provincial authorities will take all steps necessary to ensure that
the company enjoys all the rights conferred by this concession.
The contractual rights expressly created by this concession shall
not be altered except by mutual consent of the partieslxxix.
The economic equilibrium clause is a modern form of stabilization clause which seeks to
maintain the profitability of the contract where the terms of the contract are altered, it allows
for change of laws to affect the contract while providing for the IOC to be compensated by the
HC for any loss suffered due to such changelxxx.
Irrespective of the type of SC used, the aim in the words of El Chiati, is;
Behind the great diversity of stabilization clauses lies a one and
sole objective: to preclude the application to an agreement of any
subsequent legislative (statutory) or administrative (regulatory)
act issued by the government or the administration that modifies
the legal situation of the investorlxxxi

RENEGOTIATION CLAUSES
Renegotiation clauses (RCs) are provisions in contracts that upon the happening of certain
event/events require the parties to return to the bargaining table and renegotiate the terms of
their agreementslxxxii. Bernadini is of the view that RCs are an alternative to SC and this
preference to Nwete, is hinged on the allowance RCs give the contracting parties to
accommodate fundamental changes within the existing framework of the contract lxxxiii. RCs
rest on the principle of clausula rebus sic stantibus, and have gained acceptance as a means of
achieving stability and flexibility in long-term international commercial contracts, particularly
EPA’s involving the HC and IOC’slxxxiv. EPA’s are characterized by lengthy time duration,
high cost and large scale investmentslxxxv, which may or may not yield commercial find to
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justify the investment coupled with uncertainty due to technological and political risk to
vagaries of international oil priceslxxxvi. The above creates the need for some form of guarantee
and stability in the contract most especially for the Investor as against the HC’s need for a
flexible and amenable contract to enable it exercise its regulatory and sovereign powers over
its natural resourceslxxxvii.
A principal function of long-term transactions is to facilitate trade between the parties who
must make relationship specific investments because once investments have been sunk and
parties become locked in, the agreement must be governed by the provisions of the
contractlxxxviii. Parties cannot foresee all the vagaries of the future though lawyers may try to
“play God”lxxxix by freezing the contract, RCs provide a certain degree of flexibility which
allows the parties to adjust the contract to new circumstances that were not envisaged at the
time of making the contractxc.
RCs can preserve long term business relationships by reducing the likelihood of disputes which
can terminate the contract relationship and result in the inability of parties to work together on
current and future projectsxci.
RCs offer the parties an early opportunity to settle differences that have the tendency to
engender disputes, to Nwete it is a first step dispute resolution mechanism which offers the
parties a better consensual opportunity to maintain the benefits of the contractual relationships
by adapting the contractual document to their needsxcii.
RCs offer a middle ground between the flexibility needs of the HC and the stability needs of
the Investor, they allow the HC to exercise its regulatory and sovereign powers by making laws
or taking other steps that can affect the petroleum development of the contract while providing
the Investor with an opportunity to renegotiate the contract with a view to maintaining the
financial premises and economies of the projectxciii.
RCs salvage potentially frustrated contracts especially for the IOC’s due to asset specificityxciv,
Where there is no provision for renegotiation in good faith and the HC decides to frustrate the
contract, the IOC cannot turn to another supplier this can render the investment of the IOC
worthless in the face of such frustration or termination.
RCs offer the parties an opportunity to complete an otherwise incomplete contractxcv by acting
as the mechanism for revising the terms of the contract and enabling the parties to allocate
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unanticipated riskxcvi and share profits emanating from large discoveries, increase in oil prices
and improvement in technology which reduces cost of productionxcvii.
RCs attract foreign direct investment. The inclusion of a RC in an agreement indicates the HC’s
commitment to encourage investment, providing an attractive economic climate, improving
economic and social development.
RCs offer the IOC’s protection against unilateral revocation or modification of the contract by
the HC, under a RC the state binds itself to renegotiate the agreement in case of supervening
circumstances instead of revoking or altering the termsxcviii. It protects the IOC by not
establishing a fixed legal situation but making the contractual framework flexible and dynamic
throughout the duration of the contract in case the HC changes the economic circumstances by
sovereign actsxcix.

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH STABILIZATION
AND RENEGOTIATION CLAUSES
Issues with Stabilization Clauses
UNGA resolution No. 1803 (XVIII) not only recognizes the rights of peoples and nations to
permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources, it further declares that
nationalization and expropriation can be implemented on the grounds of public utility, security
or national interest, subject to appropriate compensationc. Commentators are of the view that
SC are a limitation on a states’ sovereignty which fetters the power of a HC to make new laws
and that it is contrary to public international lawci. Arbitrations like Aramco and Agip reflect
the view that a state exercises its sovereignty when it binds itself with clauses in an investment
agreementcii. Authors are of the view that insertion of SC in exploration and production
agreements (EPA’s) are more likely to affect the number of damages awarded or the certainty
that damages will be awardedciii.
A school of taught is of the view that SC are an infringement on state duties and Investor’s
responsibilities towards human rights, according to this school SC can make foreign investors
immune from bonafide social and environmental laws that come into force after the effective
date of the agreementciv. They argue that the negative effect of SC is exacerbated in developing
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countries where rapid legislative development and implementation is needed rather than
obstacles to the implementation of the new lawscv.
Human rights groups have voiced concerns that SC in the Baku-tbilisi-ceyhan (BTC) and the
Chad-Cameroon pipeline project hinders the rights of HCs to meet their international human
rights obligations and limit the application of new laws protecting human rightscvi.
SC hampers social development, most developing countries entered into EPAs with Investors
at a time when their regulatory systems were weak and with the inclusion of SC in such
agreements these countries are unable to promulgate new laws in furtherance of
developmentcvii. This is also seen where the HC is required to compensate the Investor for
compliance with new social or environmental laws; this creates a financial disincentive for the
HC and can hinder the application of dynamic social and environmental standards over the life
of a long-term projectcviii.
SC can also hamper economic development; they cement a state’s weak economic position at
the time of signing the contractcix and constrain a HC’s ability to review the terms of existing
EPAs to benefit from unexpected windfall profits so despite the rise in oil prices which may
not have been foreseeable at the time of the contract, SC tie the hands of HC’s from reviewing
such termscx.
SC can create distortions in legal policy and hamper sustainable development, because HC’s
will be trying to create ways to foster sustainable development goals that are less costly for ongoing investment projects even if these policies are less effective in fostering sustainable
developmentcxi.
Cameron identifies the Obsolescing bargainingcxii theory as a major reason for instability in
long term petroleum agreements and investors use SC to secure their investments in such
agreementscxiii.
The issue with regards to stabilization clauses is not a question of its validity when freely
inserted in an agreement because it has been established that they are valid and binding under
international lawcxiv, though not a guarantee against nationalization or expropriationscxv. In the
Libyan expropriation cases of BP Exploration, Topco and Liamcocxvi The Libyan
revolutionary government nationalized the entire interest of BP and part interest of TOPCO
AND LIAMCO initially, when Topco and Liamco commenced arbitration the remaining of
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their interest were also nationalized despite the inclusion of SC in the concessionscxvii. Though
the awards in the above cases were favourable to the companies, it doesn’t change the fact that
the Libyan government still disregarded the SC and went ahead to nationalize the interest of
the foreign companies. In more recent cases like;
Aguaytia Energy, LLC (AEL) v. Republic of Perucxviii and Duke Energy International Peru
Investments No 1, Ltd v. Republic of Perucxix The SC in both cases though held to be valid did
not stop the Peruvian government from acting contrary to the SC which was the reason for the
case. In the first case AEL claimed that Peru breached the conite agreement by taking actions
inconsistent with the stability of AEL’s right to non-discrimination and applied favourable
conditions to other state held companies, while in Duke’s case the Peruvian government was
in breach of the SC freezing the tax regimecxx.
The Russian example of, Hulley Enterprise Ltd (Cyprus) v. The Russian Federation cxxi The
claimants alleged in their notices of arbitration and statement of claim that the respondent
expropriated and failed to protect the claimants’ investmentscxxii.
One trend is clear and constant from the above-mentioned cases, The HC all breached the
agreements despite the presence of SC in the agreements. While SC may be valid, they cannot
in reality prevent a HC from exercising its inalienable right to legislatecxxiii.
However, Authors are of the view that the presence of a stabilization clause in an EPA
increases the likelihood that compensation will be awarded the IOCcxxiv. Curtis suggests
restitution in the light of violation of an SC, however arbitrators will not order specific
performance of an EPA even if it contains a SC of respect for the sovereignty of a state and
inability to enforce such an Awardcxxv. Nwaokoro is of the view that stabilization clauses create
a false sense of security for the IOC’s when faced with adverse governmental measures that
purport to alter the fiscal regime governing international EPA’scxxvi. He further stresses that
stabilization clauses in itself provides no more than a psychological comfort as a wronged IOC
must litigate in the HC where the courts or arbitrators are unlikely to order specific performance
of an agreement even if it contains a stabilization clausecxxvii.
Where countries do not want to out rightly expropriate or nationalize foreign investment, they
engage in what is called creeping expropriationcxxviii, example Venezuela’s introduction of a
new hydrocarbon law in 2001 with measures taken to regulate the petroleum industrycxxix. In
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2007 the president of the Republic announced that all projects that had been operating outside
the framework of the 2001 hydrocarbons law would be nationalized, Venezuela radicalized the
nationalization by forcing six major oil companies to renegotiate their agreements with respect
to four heavy oil projects in the Orinico basincxxx. Some of the oil companies accepted the
forced terms while others like Mobil initiated arbitration proceedings against Venezuela.
The achievement or the ability of stabilization clauses to ensure stability or efficiency in EPAs
should be measured during times when they are most needed and the record on that from the
above examples show minimal success if anycxxxi.
Drawbacks with Renegotiation Clauses
RCs have been viewed as increasing transaction cost and diverting the Investors resources and
attention from what he does best (exploiting natural resources), this view is not absolute as RCs
salvage potentially frustrated contracts especially where the terms are unduly onerous to one
partycxxxii. However, the cost of the onerous performance of the contract, termination by the
HC, loss of investment due to asset specificity for the IOC, litigation or arbitration may
eventually be higher than the cost of renegotiation and supposed time wasted.
Another concern is that RCs may inject uncertainty undermining the stability of the contract,
by inviting spurious claims for renegotiationcxxxiii. This problem, Nwete suggest, can be
addressed by;
Inserting a time limit within which the renegotiation must produce results and failing
which a dispute must be declared and the parties are to submit to arbitration…. none of
the parties may want to go to arbitration bearing in mind that a dispute must be declared
at the end of the time limit and the tribunal may adapt the contract contrary to their
intentionscxxxiv.
Where the parties decide to submit to arbitration the issue of whether failure to agree amounts
to a dispute arises because without a ‘dispute’, the tribunal may not exercise jurisdiction and
where it does it may be unable to decree an enforceable awardcxxxv. It was decided that “An
obligation to negotiate is not an obligation to agree”cxxxvi as a result no real or legal dispute
may exist between the parties. This may pose a problem because the existence of a dispute is a
prerequisite for arbitration under the ICSID and the UNCITRAL model lawcxxxvii. However one
party’s violation of the requirement of good faith in renegotiation of the contract giving rise a
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legal right of the aggrieved party to enforce it should qualify as a legal dispute within the
jurisdiction of the ICSIDcxxxviii.
Another drawback is where the RC provides little guidance to the arbitrator on modifying the
terms of the contract, the result could be an award contrary to what the parties envisagedcxxxix.
This can be checked by limiting the role of the arbitrator to the purpose of the RC clausecxl.
Reasons like changed economic conditions can render an entire agreement inequitable. The
fiscal impositions in the Shell/Ghana onshore petroleum prospecting and production agreement
were virtually nullified by the energy crisis in 1973 and the entire agreement had to be
renegotiatedcxli. More liberal agreements between the same IOCs and neighbouring nations can
necessitate renegotiation and in such instances a sort of more favoured nation clause comes
into play, Nigeria invoked this principle when the IOC’s renegotiated their contracts with the
Arab statescxlii. A new government more ideologically committed to control of strategic sectors
in the country’s economy may result in renegotiation for equity participation in the IOC or
obsolescence of the technical formula for determining a rate can trigger renegotiationcxliii.
In 2008, the NNPC voiced that Nigeria intends to renegotiate its 1993 and 2000 production
contract to win more favourable terms for the nation, the 2000 MOU with oil companies’
guarantees a profit of $2.50 a barrel and a lower tax rate of 65.75% was equally guaranteed by
the 2000 MOU which differs from that under the profit tax Act of 85%cxliv. These incentives
have capped the upside from such contracts. The Nigerian move to renegotiate reinforces a
global trend of oil exporting countries demanding better terms to reflect surging oil pricescxlv.
The argument of the Nigerian government is that majority of these contracts were signed when
oil prices were close to $20 per barrel and the cost of exploring in frontier areas deep offshore
was high and distinct terms for gas exploration was not factored into the contractcxlvi. Idornigie
is of the view that the move to renegotiate is justified as the current terms of the PSC do not
adjust to project profitability.
Significant changes in the assumption underlying the original contract which fundamentally
affected the original expectations of the parties with respect to profit/returns from the operation
mounted pressure for renegotiationcxlvii, in most of the above cases. Experience shows that the
HC will renegotiate the contract whether or not the agreement or governing law provides for
such renegotiationcxlviii this leaves little doubt as to the inevitability of RCs in EPAs.
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RECOMMENDATION
In using RCs to achieve stability and efficiency in EPAs parties should pay particular attention
to certain key issues; The scope and foreseeability of the events that trigger renegotiation, Does
the applicable law recognize the ability of the arbitrator to adapt the terms of the contract in
the event that the parties are unable to reach an agreement through renegotiation and the criteria
to be used by the arbitral tribunal in adapting the contractcxlix.
The events that trigger renegotiation should be defined to reduce frequent calls which can
create unpredictability but not be too specific to preclude parties from relying on it where vital,
hence RCs should not be deemed fit for all purpose but should address changes like price
fluctuation and marginal discovery else it will not achieve efficiency. This reduces the ability
of the parties to seek for renegotiation on flimsy grounds yet enhancing flexibilitycl.
The parties should ensure that the arbitrator has powers to adapt the contract under the
applicable law but the arbitrator’s role should be limited to adjudicating the disputes arising
from the agreement and not reviewing the contractual arrangement so that the award does not
defeat the purpose of the RC.
The factors that trigger renegotiation should not be within the control of any party and should
be based on events that could not reasonably have been taken into account at the time of
concluding the contractcli.

CONCLUSION
Although both the hardshipclii concept can in theory provide a starting point for renegotiation
of the contract in changed circumstances this is rarely the case as a HC will be precluded from
invoking this principle where the event is brought about by itselfcliii, even where the contract is
concluded by its NOC for reasons of piercing the corporate veil cliv. The IOC’s likewise will
rarely achieve renegotiation of the contract on invoking this principle making renegotiation of
the contract difficult in the absence of a renegotiation clause. Where the performance of the
contracts become too unfavourable, HCs will mostly call for renegotiationsclv or force
renegotiation where the IOCs are unwilling. Hence it is in the interest of both parties to include
RCs in the agreement for better performance of the contract as the continuity and efficiency of
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the contract depends on renegotiation. This is particularly so where the project and parties
depend on continued performance of both sides to maintain an advantageous project and their
relationshipclvi.
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